SERIALIZATION REQUIREMENTS – ARROW PROGRAM

Serialization requirements are imposed in accordance with Buyer’s Technical Data Package (TDP). All items, including qualification units, shall be assigned sequential serial numbers, regardless of configuration (dash numbers). Assigned serial numbers shall not contain duplications. Items reworked to a new configuration with the same basic part number will retain the original serial number. If items are scrapped, the serial number shall not be reused.

Serialized items that are built per Buyer’s TDP drawing shall use serial number format "BG0001" for the first item, "BG0002" for the second item, and following.

Serialized items that are not built per Buyer’s TDP drawing (e.g. off-the-shelf hardware) may use the manufacturer's serial number format if approved by Buyer.

Seller shall list serial number of item(s) being delivered on shipping reports.